Buffer Zones for Elections

For all One-Stop locations: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic as measured from the front door.

1. Bostic-Sunshine: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the front door. No campaign signs are allowed to be placed on Church property but they can be held.

2. Camp Creek-Mt. Vernon: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the side door.

3. Caroleen-Cliifside: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the front door to the fire station.

4. Chimney Rock: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the back door.

5. Danieltown-Sulphur Springs: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the front door into the ne building.

6. Duncan Creek-Golden Valley: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the front door. No campaign signs are allowed to be placed on Church property but they can be held.

7. Ellenboro: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the front door. The assigned area is on the outer area of parking lot.

8. Forest City#1: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the clear glass door on the Church Street side of the social hall. No campaign signs are allowed to be placed on Church property but they can be held.

9. Forest City #2: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the side door. No campaign signs are allowed to be placed on Church property but they can be held.

10. Gilkey-Morgan: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the front door.

11. Green Hill: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the side door.

12. Haynes: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the door into the Chase High School Library. No campaign signs are allowed to be placed on school property until after 4:00 p.m. the day before the election and must be taken down the night of the election.

13. Rutherfordton #1: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. Assigned area is walkway in middle of parking lot or sides of parking lot not in way of the cars. The buffer zone is measured from the door that is to the left when facing the building.

14. Rutherfordton #2: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the front door. No campaign signs are allowed to be placed on Church property but they can be held.

15. Sandy Mush: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the front door. Please do not place signs that obstruct drivers view when leaving parking lot.

16. Spindale: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. Assigned area is on sidewalk beyond line. The buffer zone is measured from the double doors at the right front side.
17. **Union**: Beyond the fifty foot line and out of the way of traffic. The buffer zone is measured from the front door into the Social Hall. No campaign signs are allowed to be placed on church property but they can be held.